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The Hitch-Hiker's
Guide to Philately
Even though a stamp is physically
nothing more than a small square of
printed paper, I like to think of them as
tiny time-travellers, flying through time
and space into my hands in the present
day. They encapsulate fleeting
moments from distant periods of
history, sometimes hailing from
faraway places that can no longer even
be found on a map. How did they get
from that distant time and place into the
here & now? Maybe their time machine
was a family stamp album, or maybe
they travelled via a bundle of letters
hidden in an attic. The very essence of
paper ephemera is its transience, and of
course thousands and millions of stamps
really have just 'disappeared' in the
natural course of their existence (what
is an envelope but something to dispose
of?). Yet the intrepid few comparatively, in the grand scheme of
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things - survive against the odds.
If they could talk, what could they tell
us about where they came from? Or
would they care more about the letter
they carried, or a flight overseas, or the
hand that tore open the envelope at its
destination? Imagine the shock to the
system of being trapped between the
pages of a well-meaning philatelist's
album after a working life spent
travelling the world (although maybe it
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could be considered a well-earned rest!).
I freely admit it, I am completely in
thrall to postage stamps and their
...thousands of coloured
windows into time and space.
Thomas Pynchon, The Crying of Lot 49

Stamps have been issued to
commemorate all kinds of historical
moments and achievements, people and
places; their designs typify so many
styles and fashions; yet it's their social
interaction, and the fact of their
function that fascinates me: to carry
words from one person to another, in
an age where instant communication excepting face to face - was unheard of.
(Well of course, and the colours also
speak to me: so many different shades
of history that make up my paintbox.)
I'm personally grateful that so many
common stamps have made it through
to the modern age, despite being
considered worthless by philatelists.
Even if they are slightly damaged or
discoloured, I can still find a home for
them – it just means I don't have to feel
guilty when they are just the right
colour to fill a gap in one of
my collages! It saddens me to think of a
sea of unloved stamps, discarded by
collectors, slowly disappearing from the
world after surviving so long. My
artwork makes only the tiniest dent in
this, but nonetheless, a few of those

forgotten fragments, at least, will be
preserved a little further into the
future.
There is constant change in the
world of stamps, and constant motion,
and a brilliant flow of color, and a
spectacular display of human
imagination.

Ayn Rand, novelist & philatelist
There are so many levels on which to
appreciate stamps, and many of the
small commissions I've worked on over
the years have come to me with their
own stories. Whatever a stamp means
to me, to someone else it is a personal
trigger-point – a time-capsule holding
memories of happy times spent living
overseas, amazing honeymoon
destinations, or perhaps reaching
further back into family history, and
the countries a grandparent grew up in.
Never underestimate the power of
nostalgia when thinking of gift ideas!
Having physically travelled through
time to be here in the present day, the
humble stamp is a genuine historical
artefact. And this tiny square of
fragile yet resilient paper provides
something that a Wikipedia entry will
simply never achieve: a tangible gateway to both actual history and unique
personal memories combined. So take a
stamp, take a seat, and hitch a ride:
see where a stamp might take you...
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What's New?
Additions to the TangleStore since the
last newsletter – find full details of each
product online at TangleCrafts.com.

Stamp Album Notebook - £8-£10
A ruled notebook with old-school stamp
album-style cover. Each notebook is
made to order with a re-collection of
vintage stamps from the country of
your choice, in a rainbow of shades.

Winter Sunset Journal - £12-£18
An undated planner collaged with a
sunset of vintage world stamps in
festive reds and greens. Ready for
gifting – just add kraft gift box,
storage tin, and/or fountain pen!

2019 Po cket Planner - £14-£22
It's time to start planning your new
year with this pocket-sized month
planner & notebook, waiting to be
collaged in your own favourite colour
combination. Various gifting options
available.

Stamp Art Tote Bag - £12-£18
Oh so stylish and oh so philatelish!
With its all-over print & fully lined
interior, this bag is perfect for toting
your everyday bits & bobs (and stamp
art notebooks). 7 designs to choose
from (all taken from my original
collages) in 3 different sizes.
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Gallery
Custom projects I have completed since
the last newsletter. Reading journals
and 2019 pocket planners have been
added to my existing range of
notebooks, journals, planners & address
books; and all can be collaged in your
own favourite colour combination.
Check out TangleCrafts.com for full
details, but if you don't see quite what
you are looking for, please ask!
WHO AM I & WHAT AM I DOING HERE?

A new puzzle for this issue: can you guess
which country issued each of the stamps
below (used in recent collages)?
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I'm a part-time artist living in Derby.
I've always been obsessed with all
things postal, and grew up in a home
where upcycling was second nature.
Discovering the joy of collage enabled
me to combine those things with an
inherent love of colour & landscape.
Creating original pieces of functional
art at the same time as preserving
fragments of history is a uniquely
satisfying ongoing experiment!

- Su Mwamba, January 2018
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All Customers

Save £5 on your
next order of £30+ from
TangleCrafts.com
with coupon code
CUSTOMARY
(expires 31 Jan 2019)
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puzzle answers revealed in next issue – watch this space!
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